
The Haunting Tales: Ghosts of Key West
Barbara Raue

Key West, known for its vibrant culture, scenic beauty, and historic significance,
also holds a reputation for being one of the most haunted places in the United
States. Among the supernatural tales that have fascinated locals and tourists
alike, the name of Barbara Raue is often invoked. Join us as we delve into the
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spine-tingling stories surrounding the ghosts of Key West, specifically those
attributed to Barbara Raue.

The Enigmatic Barbara Raue

Barbara Raue was an enigmatic figure who lived in Key West during the mid-19th
century. Born in 1826, Barbara was a prominent socialite and known for her
beauty and charm. However, beneath her glamorous facade, lurked a dark
secret.
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Legend has it that Barbara was deeply involved in the occult and practiced
witchcraft in her secluded mansion. Rumors swirled around the island about her
supernatural powers and her ability to communicate with spirits from beyond the
grave.

The Ghostly Encounters

Since her passing in 1858, locals and visitors have reported numerous ghostly
encounters related to Barbara Raue. Her mansion, located on Whitehead Street,
is believed to be a hotbed of paranormal activity. Visitors have reported hearing
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unexplained footsteps, disembodied voices, and eerie whispers throughout the
house.

Some people claim to have seen the apparition of a beautiful woman roaming the
halls, believed to be the ghost of Barbara herself. Witnesses describe her as a
captivating figure clad in a Victorian-era gown, her face veiled with an air of
mystery.

Those brave enough to spend a night in the mansion often report being touched
or pushed by an invisible force, lending credence to the belief that Barbara's
presence still lingers in her former abode. Many believe that she uses her
supernatural powers to protect her home and ward off unwanted intruders.

The Haunted Doll

One particular eerie artifact associated with Barbara Raue is a haunted doll that
resided in her mansion. The doll, adorned in a vintage blue dress, is said to have
possessed an evil spirit. Visitors claimed that it would move by itself, its lifeless
eyes following their every move.

People who dared to touch the doll reported experiencing mysterious accidents,
misfortune, and even illness afterward. It was believed that the doll was cursed
and held a deep connection to Barbara, who allegedly used it as a vessel to
unleash her supernatural powers upon those who crossed her path.

The Legacy Lives On

Today, the legacy of Barbara Raue and her ghostly tales continue to captivate
locals and tourists. Key West has embraced its paranormal reputation, offering
ghost tours and night-time excursions to the most haunted locations, including the
infamous mansion on Whitehead Street.



Those with a fascination for the supernatural can delve further into the mysteries
surrounding Barbara Raue by visiting the Key West Art & Historical Society,
where artifacts and accounts related to her haunting are on display. This allows
enthusiasts to get a glimpse into the dark world inhabited by this enigmatic figure.

The ghosts of Key West have long fascinated both believers and skeptics. The
tales of Barbara Raue, with her mysterious mansion and haunted doll, add an
extra layer of intrigue to the island's paranormal reputation. Whether you believe
in the supernatural or not, a visit to Key West will undoubtedly leave you with a
sense of wonder and a newfound appreciation for the rich tapestry of stories that
the city holds.

So, are you ready to embark on a journey into the realm of the supernatural?
Grab your courage and join us in exploring the ghosts of Key West, with Barbara
Raue as your guide. Dare to enter a world where the line between the living and
the dead becomes blurred, and where secrets from the past still haunt the
present.
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Key West’s past comes alive with thirteen incredible stories of the southernmost
ghosts. From Victorian era spirits returning to claim what is rightfully theirs, to
haunted dolls that continue to send chills down their visitors’ spines, Ghosts of
Key West beautifully captures the true spirit of Florida’s second oldest city.
Ghosts of cigar makers, pirates, wreckers and voodoo practitioners all await you.
While their ghostly journeys continue through time, yours is just about to begin.
Ghosts of Key West author David L. Sloan founded Key West’s original ghost tour
and is the leading authority on the island’s hauntings.
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